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Confronting a “crisis in historical perspective”: Walter LaFeber, Gabriel

Kolko and the Functions of Revisionist Historiography during the Reagan

Era

Nick Witham - University of Nottingham

The nearly century-old system was collapsing, pushed by contradictions in

Washington’s policy and victimised by historical North American views of prop-

erty relationships and revolutions. As large parts of Central America flashed

into class conflict, the United States easily blamed the crises on Communists and

other outside influences. That explanation ignored more than a century of his-

tory.

—Walter LaFeber, 19841

Employing a logic that is ahistorical and irrational, the United States still holds

the Soviet Union responsible for dynamics of change and revolt in the Third

World, refusing to see Communist and radical movements - the USSR included -

as the effects rather than the causes of the sustained process of war and social

transformation that has so profoundly defined the world’s historical experience

in this century.

—Gabriel Kolko, 19882

In her recent and popular book The Shock Doctrine (2007), Naomi Klein argues

that much of US overseas intervention operates through a form of "disaster

capitalism", thriving on the exploitation of natural and political disasters in the

Third World by using them to impose stringent neoliberal regimes in the areas

affected. Klein situates the intellectual genesis of the “shock treatment” this

form of capitalism brings about in the counsel given by a group of University of

Chicago economists (most notably Milton Friedman) to Chilean dictator

Augusto Pinochet in the aftermath of his 1973 coup against the democratically

elected government of Salvador Allende. After the Chilean coup,, she argues,

“many in Latin America began to see a direct connection between the economic

shocks that impoverished millions and the epidemic of torture that punished

hundreds of thousands of people who believed in a different kind of society.”3

Writing in 2007, Klein was by no means the first North American leftist

to highlight the links between American foreign policy and the subjugation of

Latin America’s worker and peasant classes. These issues have informed interna-

tional discussions on the Left since the Cuban Revolution of 1959.4 However,

a systematic critique of the history of American involvement in Latin America

became especially vociferous   during the Reagan era. It was during the 1980s

that the geographical focus of American power projection shifted towards a spe-
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cific engagement with tactics of counterinsurgency in the Western hemisphere.

Engagement with issues surrounding U.S. intervention on behalf of counterrev-

olutionary and repressive forces in Nicaragua, El Salvador, Guatemala and

Honduras both sustained and significantly altered the nature of the oppositional

theory and practice developed by the New Left during the 1960s. This led to the

growth of the Central American solidarity movement, a loose coalition of leftist,

religious and peace groups united around a commonly held opposition to

American policy in the region.

While several social scientific studies of the movement have been con-

ducted, the intellectual and cultural manifestations of the Left’s opposition to

U.S. policy in Central America have yet to garner the scholarly attention they

deserve.5 In response to this lacuna, the current paper examines the work of

Walter LaFeber and Gabriel Kolko, two influential foreign policy historians and

significant figures within the tradition of historical revisionism. First, it demon-

strates a turn in their work during the 1970s and 1980s towards a concern with

U.S. intervention in Central and South America. Both historians wanted to use

their historical scholarship to educate the American body politic and impress

upon those that were willing to listen the strengths of an anti-interventionist

approach to  foreign policy. Second, the paper uses LaFeber and Kolko to map

the intellectual coordinates of Reagan-era opposition to American  intervention

in Central America. While their ideas often converged, there were also key histo-

riographical points on which they disagreed. These often related directly to

questions regarding the functions of historical revisionism and its relationship to

political activism.

I .

Gabriel Kolko was born in 1932 and Walter LaFeber in 1933. LaFeber was edu-

cated at Hanover College and Stanford University before earning his PhD in

History from the University of Wisconsin-Madison in 1959. Kolko received his

Harvard doctorate, also in History, three years later. After receiving their gradu-

ate degrees, both became associated with a loose grouping of American histori-

ans often referred to as the “revisionist school”, which, in turn, developed links

to the emerging New Left in America. The revisionists, strongly influenced by

the work of Progressive historians such as Frederick Jackson Turner and Charles

Beard, sought to resist liberal, consensus trends in American historiography.6

Writing in 1962 in the American Historical Review, for example, John Higham

voiced a commonly held objection to the work of historians such as Daniel

Boorstin, Louis Hartz and Arthur Schlesinger Jr. In searching for “uniformity”,

“stability” and an all-encompassing “national character” in American history, he

argued, they demonstrated an inherently “conservative trend of historical inter-

pretation”, one wedded to the goals of Cold War ideology.7 The revisionists
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wanted to counter this trend by renouncing “an unobtainable objectivity” and

using their scholarship to identify certain individuals and movements that had

provided resistance to “powerful institutions and dominant social groupings.”8

This was the type of scholarship that Warren Susman, a history professor at the

University of Wisconsin-Madison who had a significant influence on the out-

looks of many revisionists, called “frame of reference” history: that which

“undertakes to rewrite history in view of a particular definition of the contem-

porary crisis.”9 In this conceptualisation the revisionists would seek to write

about a fundamentally usable past that informed a struggle in the present against

the unaccountable elites that dominated American domestic and foreign policy-

making.

This desire led the revisionists to attempt to name and describe these

elites that dominated American domestic and foreign policy. In order to do so,

they sought to develop the “corporate liberalism” thesis. The concept originated

in the work of William Appleman Williams, another University of Wisconsin-

Madison historian who was perhaps the foremost influence on the young gener-

ation of revisionists. In The Tragedy of American Diplomacy (1957) and Contours of

American History (1961), his two that reached the widest audiences, Williams

cogently fused political, economic and intellectual history to argue that US for-

eign and domestic policy had followed an expansionist logic from the days of

the nation's inception, and that the Cold War was yet another example of how

liberal politicians faced down forces adversarial to American empire.10

Narrowing Williams’s temporal focus, but losing none of his political emphasis,

Kolko’s early work, as well as that of Martin J. Sklar and James Weinstein,

focussed primarily on the Progressive Era in order to further establish the notion

that American liberalism was explicitly tied to expansionist corporate interests.11

These historians pursued in-depth analyses of governmental policy-making in

the early years of the twentieth century, concluding that politicians such as

Theodore Roosevelt and Woodrow Wilson consciously worked together with

capitalists and financiers to establish the large corporation as the dominant mode

of business enterprise in the U.S. In so doing, Kolko and his contemporaries

challenged the extant historiographical understanding of the Progressive Era as

the period in which America was “saved” from the corruption of the Gilded

Age. Instead, they suggested that the policies of Roosevelt and Wilson essential-

ly maintained the hegemony of a liberal politics that, in Sklar’s phrase, converged

“upon large-scale corporate capitalism at home and economic expansion

abroad.” An undue amount of power was therefore seen to rest in the hands of

a “new corporate oligarchy” which actively expected the American government to

defend business activity abroad and subdue labour activism at home.12

This approach to American history was turned into an explicit political

critique when voiced by the New Left as it emerged in the early 1960s around

radical groups such as Students for a Democratic Society (SDS). Activists in the
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movement used ideas contained in the work of the revisionists to attack

American diplomacy and Cold War ideology from a number of perspectives.

First, they sought to highlight the corruption of American anti-communism.

Beginning in the late 1950s as a response to American policy towards Cuba, and

continuing through the anti-Vietnam War campaign, the New Left described the

anti-communism that drove American foreign policy-making as both counter-

productive and baseless.13 Second, the movement’s intellectuals sought to

explain the problems they identified with American diplomacy in reference to

the thesis of corporate liberalism. They argued that the corporate state and the

liberals who ran it were central to American involvement in the Vietnam War.14

Third, the struggle against American diplomacy prompted attempts to forge soli-

darity with certain Third World independence struggles. As a result, a “Third

World Left”, dedicated to the politics of global decolonisation, developed as part

of the broad New Left formation, highlighting the global-systemic nature of the

movement’s critique of American diplomacy.15 Finally, the New Left adapted

the work of the revisionists to argue that foreign policy-making in the United

States was fundamentally undemocratic, suggesting that the only way to hold

American diplomacy accountable was to subject its processes to the scrutiny of

participatory democracy.16

In these various ways the scholarship of the revisionist historians

joined with the politics of the New Left to produce a political sensibility starkly

opposed to American foreign policy. LaFeber and Kolko were contributors to

this intellectual-political symbiosis,17 but it would be too simplistic to charac-

terise them as “New Left” historians; there were simply too many significant

divergences between their approaches and those of student activists and others

involved with the New Left. As we shall see later in this paper, LaFeber had an

uneasy relationship with student radicalism at Cornell during the late 1960s, and

during a similar period certain sections of the student movement at Wisconsin

upbraided Williams.18 Even Kolko, who became directly involved in antiwar

activism at the University of Pennsylvania, distanced himself from more populist

figures within the New Left. His adherence to the notion that corporate elites

dominated American history left little room for the traditions of grassroots and

labour protest that were so central to the world-views of figures such as

Staughton Lynd and Howard Zinn.19 Instead of simply “lumping” the revision-

ists and the New Left together, what this brief survey of the intersections

between historical scholarship and political activism during the 1960s shows is

that a complex relationship developed between the two. This interaction married

political ideals and academic practices to produce rigorous scholarship written

with contemporaneous political purpose: This was “frame of reference” history

at its best.

As the 1960s drew to a close however, the revisionist approach to

American foreign policy came under sustained attack from a putatively “post-
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revisionist” school of thought. One of the clearest expositions of post-revision-

ism came in 1983, with the publication of an essay in Diplomatic History by John

Lewis Gaddis, entitled “The Emerging Post-Revisionist Synthesis on the Origins

of the Cold War”. As his title suggested, Gaddis contended that the field of

Cold War history was moving beyond arguments between “orthodox” (read con-

sensus) and “revisionist” scholars, towards a synthesis of the two viewpoints.

However, this modest academic proposition provided cover for what was essen-

tially an attack on the work of historians such as Williams, LaFeber and Kolko.

Their scholarship was too economistic, Gaddis suggested, rooted as it was in a

“Leninist” model of historical development.20 He also claimed that revisionism

based its claims about the nature of American imperialism on erroneous

assumptions regarding the benevolence of Russian intentions during the early

years of the Cold War, as well as the undemocratic nature of American foreign

policy-making. These were suppositions which, he argued, did not stand up to

empirical scrutiny.21 In 1997 Gaddis recycled these arguments by suggesting

that, during the intervening years, a “new” approach to Cold War history had

developed amongst a group of scholars fundamentally detached from political

bias. “The ‘old’ Cold War history is out of date;” Gaddis argued, “it was an

abnormal way of writing history itself…Like the post-Cold War world in which it

exists, the ‘new’ Cold War history is only getting us back to normal.”22 While

he did not make any express reference to revisionism, it was clear that this was

the type of apparently “abnormal” and overly politicised historical thinking that

Gaddis had in mind.

The blind spots and inadequacies of these characterisations of revisionism have

been pointed out on several occasions.23 However, the importance of Gaddis’s

articulation of a post-revisionist (or as Bruce Cumings has shown, “anti-revi-

sionist”24) approach to American foreign policy within the context of this paper

stems from the manner in which it highlights the active contestation of revision-

ist assumptions during the Reagan era. Indeed, in demonstrating the variances

between LaFeber and Kolko’s engagement with the issues surrounding American

involvement in Central America, I intend not only to highlight the diversity of the

revisionist tradition (contra Gaddis’s claims for its homogeneity), but also to sug-

gest its ongoing utility as a means of fusing political activism and historical schol-

arship (contra Gaddis’s claims for its intellectual obsolescence).

These arguments are closely informed by the work of Van Gosse, who

has consistently challenged the “myth of declension” that surrounds the history

of post-1960s American radicalism. The radical politics of the New Left did not

disappear at the end of the 1960s, Gosse has argued, and because of this, more

historical research is needed to determine the social and cultural legacies of the

movement.25 To understand the nature of anti-interventionist activism during

the Reagan era then, I argue that it is necessary to interrogate not only the

beliefs and actions of individuals who were actively engaged within the rank-
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and-file of the movement as the extant historiography has done, but also of

those intellectuals whose work was closely aligned with the cause of opposing

U.S. intervention in Central America. Notable examples would include Noam

Chomsky, Alexander Cockburn and Raymond Bonner, all of whose work circu-

lated widely within the Reagan-era public sphere and helped to shape the guiding

principles of the anti-intervention movement.26 However, the present paper

shifts attention from these well-known figures by examining the work of

LaFeber and Kolko. In so doing, it aims not only to highlight their significant

contributions to public discourse, but also to demonstrate the functions of his-

torical revisionism for political activism during a period in which its very legiti-

macy was coming under sustained attack.27

I I .

In 1978, LaFeber published The Panama Canal: The Crisis in Historical Perspective.

Ostensibly, the “crisis” of the book’s subtitle referred to the difficulties encoun-

tered by the Carter administration in reaching an agreement with the

Panamanian government over America’s continuing role in the Canal Zone after

1977. However, I want to argue that LaFeber also sought to use his scholarship

to highlight and work towards remedying a more far-reaching “crisis in historical

perspective” formed out of what he described as the “vast ignorance” of the

American public and press in relation to the history of American diplomacy in

Central America.28 The Panama Canal was followed in 1984 by a much broader,

more ambitious work: Inevitable Revolutions. Covering the history of U.S. relations

with the five Central American states not included in the 1978 text (Guatemala,

El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua and Costa Rica), the book was again intended

to combat the “combustible mixture” of Reagan’s interventionist administration,

an unstable Third World region, and North American ignorance regarding the

history of that region.29 Violent anti-American revolutions had broken out in

Guatemala, El Salvador and Nicaragua since LaFeber had published The Panama

Canal, and the American public, he believed, knew very little about why Central

America in the 1980s was the site of such economic and political turmoil. A

history lesson explaining the central role of American imperialism in creating

and then reinforcing the basic conditions that made such revolutions “inevitable”

was essential, and LaFeber intended to use his scholarship to impart it.

Gabriel Kolko’s key works during the period ranged more widely in

scope and geographical focus. However, the motivation behind his central con-

cern with articulating the structural dynamics of the “modern historical experi-

ence” was remarkably similar to LaFeber’s. Kolko first used the phrase in the

1984 epilogue to Main Currents in Modern American History (originally published in

1976),30 and then again in the subtitle of Anatomy of a War: Vietnam, the United

States, and the Modern Historical Experience (1985). The term implied an irresistible
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trend towards the decline of American hegemony and the rise of nationalist lib-

eration movements as the agents of “profound social change”. 31 A proper

understanding of the “modern historical experience” as process, Kolko argued,

could be gained from pursuing a detailed “anatomy” of the causes and implica-

tions of American involvement in Vietnam between 1945 and 1975. Indeed, he

explicitly stated in conclusion to the text that he believed the Vietnam War to

have been “a monumental event which transcends one nation or time and

reflects, in the most acute form, the basic dynamics and trends in the historical

experience since 1946.”32 Kolko’s research agenda also spoke to a contempo-

rary political concern, as he made clear when he argued that his was a “radical

scholarship” that would combat “disenchantment and cynicism” by making every

effort to “explain reality in its totality.”33 Historians could therefore involve

themselves in the struggle to restrain American intervention in areas such as

Central America, he argued, and play a part in allowing “the people of the world

to develop their own future.”34

This approach culminated in the publication of Kolko’s most ambitious

text of the period, and the one that will be focussed on in detail here. Again,

Kolko justified Confronting the Third World (1988) — an examination of American

policy towards the Third World between 1945 and 1980 — in markedly presen-

tist terms, arguing, “Because there has been relatively little effort made … to

blend discrete events and facts into coherent patterns, most outsiders lack an

intelligible scale against which to understand the significance of what occurs

daily throughout much of the Third World.”35 While the book’s focus was the

entire Third World (defined by its author as the whole of Latin America, Asia,

Africa and the Middle East36), his chronological approach to the subject matter

meant that the final chapters dealt exclusively with the 1979 Iranian Revolution

and the “the Central American maelstrom” of the late 1970s and early 1980s.37

In the immediate aftermath of the Iran-Contra scandal, these events structured

the contemporary relevance of the text in the mind of its readers, to the extent

that it represented an attempt to historicise these two key moments of anti-sys-

temic revolt.38 Much like LaFeber’s then, Kolko’s work was in significant part

concerned with confronting the “crisis in historical perspective” revealed by pub-

lic ignorance of the history of American diplomacy, and aimed to function as a

corrective to the political naiveté such ignorance fostered.

How did the two historians go about confronting this “crisis”? Their

most significant convergence was the way they criticised American policy-mak-

ers’ use of anti-communist rhetoric to justify an imperial approach to world poli-

tics. This “anti-anticommunism” was not original. As noted above, the revision-

ist historians and the New Left had consistently taken such a line during the

1960s. However, in  applying a rigorous critique of anti-communism to

American diplomacy in Central America, LaFeber and Kolko used their scholar-

ship to undermine one of the key tenets of Reaganite foreign policy-making,
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thus rendering their approach uniquely relevant to the period in which it was

written. For example, both historians attempted to present a dynamic of con-

flict between the U.S. and counter-hegemonic forces in Central America that

problematised the simplistic binaries of Cold War ideology. During the opening

chapters of Confronting the Third World, Kolko was keen to stress that the major

challenge to American power throughout Latin America before 1960 was not the

“alleged menace of Russia and communism but rather the emergence of conser-

vative forces of nationalism.”39 Similarly, in his analysis of the emergence of

Panamanian nationalism, LaFeber highlighted what he saw as the desire of cer-

tain Latin American states to emerge as a “third force” between the United

States and Russia, a bloc unwilling to choose sides in the Cold War until it had

achieved a certain degree of economic prosperity and political stability.40 For

both historians, then, American policy-makers were wrong. The struggle between

Western capitalism and Soviet communism was not the overriding issue in

Central American international relations.

The American intervention in Guatemala in 1954 was a key episode

that both LaFeber and Kolko used to defend this thesis. In 1951, Colonel

Jacobo Arbenz won the Guatemalan Presidency in the state’s second-ever demo-

cratic election. After taking power, Arbenz implemented significant land reform

policies, and in 1953 the Agrarian Reform Law was used to seize 234,000 acres

of land owned, but left unused, by the American-controlled United Fruit

Company. In describing these events, LaFeber noted that Arbenz’s policies

caused him to fail American diplomacy’s “duck test”. Even though the president

had nothing more than minor links to the Soviet Union, and had no socialist, let

alone Marxist, political pedigree, his anti-Yankee, anti-imperialist policies allowed

American diplomats to conclude that he not only looked and walked like a com-

munist, but that he talked like one as well.41 This conclusion led the

Eisenhower administration to launch what Kolko described as a “vast public

relations campaign to convince the American public and the rest of the world

that Guatemala had been taken over by Communists”, an exercise that paved the

way for a successful CIA-sponsored coup against the Arbenz government in

June 1954.42

The new regime led by Castillo Armas proceeded to ban trades unions,

suspend political opposition, and arrest, torture and kill thousands of

Guatemalan civilians, at the same time as over-turning much of Arbenz’s land

reform policies. LaFeber and Kolko argued that in ousting Arbenz, Eisenhower

had temporarily managed to save the system favoured by American corporate

interests, but at a tremendous cost.43 For both, the sponsorship of regimes

such as that led by Armas was the inevitable result of a misguided anti-commu-

nism that forced America to become obsessed with the regional status quo, and

to thereby view any attempt at economic or social reform as Soviet-inspired

intervention in its sphere of influence. Building on emerging scholarly work that
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elevated the profile of the coup during the 1980s then, LaFeber and Kolko used

the Guatemalan episode to argue that the credo of anti-communism was not

only ahistorical window dressing for imperialist policy-making in Central

America, but that it also forced the U.S. to collude with repressive, anti-demo-

cratic regimes in order to protect the interests of American capitalism.44

This was a lesson imbued with intense contemporary relevance for

both historians. In Main Currents in Modern American History, Kolko had called

attention to the Reagan administration’s reliance on a policy of “horizontal esca-

lation”. This suggested that if the U.S.S.R. attacked a nation the United States

deemed vital to its interests, American forces would be used to launch counter-

offensives elsewhere in areas where Soviet interests were vulnerable. This policy,

Kolko suggested, rested on a vision of “diabolical Russian power” that did not

allow for the existence of “autonomous revolutionary forces” anywhere in the

world.45 It seems sensible to conclude that it was this type of policy that he had

in mind when, in the preface to Confronting the Third World, he argued that

detailed historical information would allow the reader “to transcend those mysti-

fying Cold War shibboleths that describe America’s difficulties merely as part of

a struggle with Communism.”46 LaFeber also linked his work to contemporary

political developments, noting the links between Reagan’s anti-communist rheto-

ric and the “paranoid style” identified by Richard Hofstadter in a classic 1963

essay.47 In so doing, LaFeber predated by three years the arguments of another

left historian, Michael Rogin, who in 1987 built on Hofstadter’s notion to point

out the continuities between Reagan’s political rhetoric and a long-standing

“counter-subversive tradition” in American politics.48

Anti-anti-communism was therefore a trait that LaFeber and Kolko

shared; a politicised discourse that they both felt could make their historical

scholarship relevant to the period in which it was written. In their work, the

writing of American  foreign policy history was not an abstract professional pur-

suit. Instead, it served as a method of engaging in a public-political discourse

that they believed could function to educate the American body politic. This

observation provides an opportunity to consider the two historians as, in Michael

Walzer’s phrase, “connected critics”, deliberately attempting to articulate their

concerns accessibly so as to project their voices beyond the academy.49

I I I .

In arguing so clearly and precisely against American use of anti-communist rhet-

oric to justify intervention in Central America, LaFeber and Kolko both set their

work in the revisionist mould of the 1960s, subtly developing its relevance for a

later period. But closer inspection reveals that there also existed a number of

distinctions between their writings, which speak to the variegated development of

historical revisionism during the Reagan era. While both historians were part of
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the generation that came to political consciousness during the late 1950s and

1960s, their most significant scholarship would be written and published during

the 1970s and 1980s. This section traces LaFeber’s development towards a liber-

al, democratic opposition to American foreign policy in the period, and contrasts

it with Kolko’s pursuit of a more radical approach to America’s role in world

politics. In exploring this difference, it highlights the markedly divergent legacies

of the revisionist approach to U.S. diplomatic history, and, perhaps most impor-

tantly, begins to plot the intellectual-political coordinates of the generational

anti-interventionist sensibility that marked the American left of the Reagan era.

It is first necessary to examine the two historians’ diverging experiences

of 1960s student radicalism in order to provide a context within which to dis-

cuss their attitudes towards political change during the Reagan era. After earning

their doctorates, both Kolko and LaFeber took up positions teaching history at

Ivy League institutions, the University of Pennsylvania and Cornell University

respectively. Kolko soon found himself at the centre of controversial anti-

Vietnam war activism at Penn, and was involved in the 1965-1967 campaign

against operations Summit and Spicerack, two chemical and biological weapons

research projects conducted at the university with the express intention of aiding

counterinsurgency measures in Southeast Asia. Kolko was the leader of what

came to be seen as the “radical” faculty caucus, which engaged closely with stu-

dent groups such as SDS and the Trotskyist Young Socialist Alliance, and aimed

to bring about the permanent divestiture of all chemical and biological weapons

research on campus. He used his position to help distribute material arguing

against such research within the mainstream media, and the campaign succeeded

in ending Penn’s involvement with Summit and Spicerack in the summer of

1967.50 In an article in The Nation that autumn, Kolko displayed his belief in

the role of activism within the university suggesting that

in taking such stands, the American university community may redis-

cover its own essential purpose and prepare the way for its own renais-

sance. It may also serve as the last important institutional refuge for the

preservation of civilized values and conduct in America today.51

This specific example of Kolko’s involvement in anti-war protest demonstrates

his belief in the importance of direct engagement between scholarly and activist

communities.

LaFeber’s experiences of student radicalism at Cornell led him towards

an alternative conception of the relationship between academics and activists.

During the late 1960s, and culminating in 1969, the Cornell campus was wracked

by militant student protest centred on the issue of racial justice. The university’s

Afro-American Society, strongly influenced by the Black Power movement, called

for the establishment of a Black Studies program as well as for the censure of

certain academics it deemed racially biased, leading to a number of stand-offs

with the administration and the controversial brandishing of guns during campus
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demonstrations. The administration, seeking rapprochement with the radicals,

did not clamp down on militant activity, a course of action that led a number of

faculty members to argue that the principle of academic freedom was being for-

saken. LaFeber, in spite of his popularity amongst the student body, stood as a

forceful critic of both the activists and the administration, arguing that the uni-

versity should privilege the promotion of free, rational discourse above all other

concerns. Indeed, he was deeply affected by the controversy, recoiling from the

“lack of composure and reason” displayed by student radicals and stepped down

as head of the History Department in protest of the administration’s handling of

the crisis.52 Dramatically different to Kolko's engagement with 1960s student

radicalism, then, these experiences did not diminish LaFeber's belief that the role

of the academic was to "think otherwise" and to challenge the norms of society,

but did emphasise the necessity for academics to remain fundamentally inde-

pendent from radical activism.53 These diverging experiences form an impor-

tant contextual backdrop against which an understanding of LaFeber and

Kolko’s Reagan era contributions to revisionist historiography needs to be con-

sidered.

Both historians sought to analyse American involvement in Central

America during the 1980s in markedly structural terms, but the ensuing imperial

systems that they mapped were very different. In his work on the region,

LaFeber was clearly informed by dependency theory.54 Rather than seeking to

ratify its social scientific models, he sought to use the Central American example

to complicate dependency theory’s reliance on economics as the most important

explanatory factor in the development of American foreign policy. The genesis

of this effort came in The Panama Canal. In an extended footnote, LaFeber

argued that in the case of Panama,

‘informal colonialism’ seems to be a more accurate description of US-

Panamanian relations…than ‘dependency’…because dependency

revolves around economic factors, but Washington’s power in Panama

allowed the use of direct political and military intervention. That

power, moreover, was legitimized by a treaty and did not depend on

free trade imperialism, as does the dependency relationship.55

Dependency theory was useful in understanding American relations with Panama

then, but its explanatory power was lacking when compared with the more his-

torically complex notion of “informal colonialism”.

The dependency theory that LaFeber referred to was that of Brazilian

economist Theotonio Dos Santos. In the same footnote he cited Dos Santos’s

essay, “The Structure of Dependence” (1970),56 in which the economist argued

that a relationship of dependence was characterised by “a situation in which the

economy of a certain country is conditioned by the development and expansion

of another economy to which the former is subjected.”57 The relationships of

dependence between First and Third World economies had moved through vari-
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ous stages, he suggested, but all restricted the dependent nation from “reaching a

nationally and internationally advantageous situation”, and consequently led to

widespread underdevelopment in the Third World.58 This method attempted to

nuance traditional Marxism, but still aimed to highlight the deep inequalities cre-

ated by capitalism and imperialism. It is undoubtedly clear that for Dos Santos

the systemic nature of global capitalism was the most important object of analy-

sis in the study of world politics, even if the characterisation in The Panama Canal

of his approach as overly economistic was itself somewhat unsophisticated.

LaFeber provided a fuller and more nuanced criticism of the implica-

tions of dependency theory in Inevitable Revolutions. Referring this time to the

Central American “system” as a whole, he again suggested that the “economic

aspects of dependency theory are not sufficient to explain how the United States

gained…control over the region. Other forms of power, including political and

military, accompanied the economic.”59 The system was therefore one of

“neodependency”, which combined American “confidence in capitalism” with “a

willingness to use military force, a fear of foreign influence, and a dread of revo-

lutionary instability.”60 The “informal colonialism” of The Panama Canal had

been replaced by the “neodependency” of Inevitable Revolutions, but the implica-

tions were the same: Economics could not explain everything.

Kolko took a very different approach, arguing in the preface to

Confronting the Third World that the exportation of raw materials was the defining

factor in the structural relationship between the United States and the Third

World.61 This was especially the case in Central and South America, where

American diplomacy’s focus on “hegemony rather than cooperation” meant

“power and gain…in economic terms from the inception was the foundation of

both (American) policies and actions”.62 This situation continued through the

Cold War, because the “reciprocal material linkages” between the United States

and its informal empire were “so comprehensive and important.”63 Overall,

Kolko argued, American diplomats and economists saw the region as “a giant

arena for the application of economic theories”, a vision that set in motion

numerous counterrevolutionary interventions.64 In the book’s conclusion,

Kolko sought to answer the obvious criticism that could be aimed at these

claims: that of excessive economic determinism. He argued that he wanted to

avoid “simple monocausal explanations”, but that it was essential “not to con-

fuse the military and political effects of a policy with its basic causes”. Indeed,

the scholarly process of highlighting such distinctions was “the crux to attaining

an overall perception of the United States’ role in the major Third World

regions”, and Latin America in particular.65 In stating this point so forthrightly,

Kolko highlighted the fact that a key distinction between his work and that of

LaFeber lay in the precise role of economic imperialism as an explanatory factor

for American involvement in the Western hemisphere.

The implications of this distinction were not only historiographical, but
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also political; in distancing his work from the economistic focus of dependency

theory, LaFeber was also distancing himself from some of its radical political

implications. In the article cited in The Panama Canal, Dos Santos argued that the

only progressive political option that could move Latin American economies

away from dependence on First World capitalism was a revolutionary one.66

Indeed, the collection from which LaFeber cited Dos Santos’s essay positioned

the piece alongside the writings of popular revolutionary figures such as Fidel

Castro and Ernesto “Che” Guevara as well as established Marxist economists

Paul Baran, Paul Sweezy and Harry Magdoff.67 This was a tradition of thought

that had a distinctly revolutionary tenor, one that LaFeber opposed. The politi-

cal implications of “neo-dependency” therefore allowed him to remain staunchly

opposed to American policy without relinquishing ground to those he disparag-

ingly described as “romantic revolutionaries”.68

In contrast, the political implications of Kolko’s approach positioned

his work closer to the dependency tradition. Confronting the Third World is scantly

referenced, which makes tracing the intellectual groundwork Kolko pursued dur-

ing his research difficult. However, his conclusions regarding the primarily eco-

nomic basis of American imperialism were strikingly similar to those of depend-

ency theorists such as Dos Santos, as was his commitment to the idea that

national liberation movements were the inevitable and beneficial results of the

“modern historical experience”. It would therefore seem unreasonable not to

recognise the implicit importance of economic concepts such as dependence in

his intellectual development, especially given the status of his wife and some-

times co-author as a professional economic historian.69 LaFeber’s concept of

“neo-dependency” allowed for equivalence between economic, political and mili-

tary factors in an explanation of the workings of American imperialism, with the

implication that an anti-interventionist political stance could realistically consider

options that stopped short of complete systemic overhaul in the regions affect-

ed; Kolko’s work permitted no such room for manoeuvre.

A similar political divergence played out in the historical role the pair

assigned to individual American policy-makers. In line with his arguments about

the totalising economic structure of American imperialism, Kolko credited

politicians with negligent amounts of agency in crafting the outcomes of foreign

policy. “I have yet to see convincing evidence that bureaucratic politics among

various tendencies in government … really alters the substance of basic national

policies,” he argued in Confronting the Third World, continuing, “styles may change,

but the parameters of possible choices within which ambitious or vain men

function do not – and this explains the uniformity of policy during the Cold

War.”70 He reinforced this point in his discussion of John F. Kennedy’s use of

prominent academics such as McGeorge Bundy and Walt Rostow as foreign pol-

icy advisors. Kennedy and his aides believed their “Alliance for Progress”, which

aimed to establish economic cooperation between the United States and Latin
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America, was a significant departure from the policies of President Eisenhower.

Kolko suggested otherwise, arguing that the prominence the Alliance gave to

funding police training schools proved that its objectives were never less than

“aggressively hegemonic”.71 This approach, which was premised on the advise

of Rostow, Bundy and others, meant that the “era of the generals”, as Kolko put

it, was simply justified in theory after it had been put into practice by the previ-

ous administration.72 He therefore mockingly described these foreign policy

advisors as “action academics”, and in so doing displayed his scepticism towards

their importance in the policy-making process as anything other than highly

qualified agents of ideological legitimization.73

In Main Currents in Modern American History, Kolko brought these argu-

ments up to date to signal the lack of real change in American foreign policy-

making he believed had been instituted in the transition between the Carter and

Reagan administrations. Although the two Presidents had clear differences in

“tone, image and proclaimed intentions,” he suggested, “they ultimately groped

with the same dilemmas” in the arena of foreign policy. This situation came

about because both administrations refused to pare down America’s global

objectives, and were therefore forced into “increasingly futile and dangerous

attempts to transcend the limits of [American] power.”74 These arguments indi-

cate that Kolko’s vision of American imperialism did not recognise the ability of

American policy-makers to fundamentally change their nation’s interaction with

the Third World. As a consequence, his work resisted categorisation as “diplo-

matic history”, precisely because diplomats and politicians were not credited with

any real agency in the formation of foreign policy. In taking such a historio-

graphical approach Kolko suggested that the diplomatic system was fundamen-

tally unaccountable to the body politic, and that nothing more than profound,

systemic political upheaval would rupture the ongoing dynamic between the

United States and its empire.

LaFeber demonstrated a more optimistic view of the issue, regularly

structuring elements of his scholarship around individual political actors. This is

most notable in The Panama Canal, the six chapters of which were named after

three Americans and/or Panamanians who were central to their narratives

(“Wilson, Arias and Roosevelt”, for example, or “Torrijos, Kissinger and

Carter”), the implication being that influential individuals did have agency in the

historical process. This was taken further in the conclusion to the text, which

posed five questions about the contemporary situation in Panama that LaFeber

felt the reader should know how to answer (question three, for example, was

“does the Panama Canal remain a vital interest to the United States?”75).

LaFeber obviously believed that his history of U.S.-Panamanian relations

between 1903 and 1977 could serve an educational purpose. More importantly

however, the form that this conclusion took also suggested that he believed a

well-informed citizenry would be able to hold the American foreign policy-mak-
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ing elite to account. This sanguinity was toned down in Inevitable Revolutions, with

LaFeber stating that the cycle of violence and repression in the Central

American political system seemed “never-ending”,76 but the avowedly educational

nature of the text still demonstrates a cautious optimism that when given a man-

date by an enlightened electorate, certain politicians could change the nature of

U.S.-Central American relations.77 LaFeber’s more traditional scholarship, which

certainly could have been categorised as “diplomatic history”, therefore demon-

strated a liberal, democratic approach to the role of individual policy-makers that

contrasted with Kolko’s deterministic pessimism, with markedly political implica-

tions.

However, the political differences between the two historians were

clearest in their respective attitudes towards the revolutions that erupted in

Central America during the late 1970s and early 1980s. As the title of his key

text on the region suggested, LaFeber believed that such revolutions were

“inevitable”, but this belief in the certainty of political upheaval did not form an

optimistic conviction that all such events were constructive examples of the for-

ward march of History. Rather, the key aim of LaFeber’s concept of inevitabili-

ty was to position the contemporary conjuncture within a long history of

American imperialism, stretching back as far as the 1803 Louisiana Purchase.78

He argued that the United States had itself created the various Central American

revolutions of the twentieth century through its exploitation of the region’s

economies and its poorly executed foreign policy-making. The central question

for LaFeber, one that he repeated throughout the book, was the same one posed

by Henry Cabot Lodge in a cabinet meeting in 1959: “The U.S. can win wars, but

the question is can we win revolutions?”79

Revolutions would be “won” if the U.S. proved itself capable of

“working with…revolutionaries to achieve a more orderly and equitable society”,

instead of trying to “cap upheavals until the pressure builds again to blow the

societies apart with even greater force.”80 LaFeber’s text argued that American

diplomats had failed miserably in this regard throughout the twentieth century.

Jimmy Carter’s human rights-based response to the revolution in Nicaragua, for

instance, “naively sought to change the status quo without upsetting it, without

revolution”, and therefore failed to “win” the Sandinista revolution for the

United States.81 This argument ignored the fact that an insurgency such as that

launched by the Sandinistas during the 1970s was so fundamentally anti-Yankee

that its agents would have struggled to work closely with an American presiden-

tial administration, no matter how benevolent. But the very fact that LaFeber

was making it at all suggested that he believed in the existence of revolutionary

possibilities in Central America that were centrist and democratic enough to turn

away from the objective of completely overturning American hegemony.

Kolko’s attitude towards revolution in the Third World stood in stark

contrast to this position. He had argued in Anatomy of a War that the United
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States had not lost the Vietnam War, but that the Vietnamese Communists had

won it, thereby revealing the frailty of Cold War ideology and the imperial poli-

cies it was used to justify.82 This was a position he developed further in

Confronting the Third World, similarly suggesting that the Nicaraguan Revolution

was a fundamental “victory” for the Left that proved the structural weakness of

American hegemony in the Western hemisphere, in spite of certain examples of

“ineptness or confusion” in the Sandinistas’ actions.83 “Whether the process

would be a short or a long one,” he argued,

Nicaragua confirmed that the Cuban revolution was not an isolated and

accidental event but part of an ongoing process – one growing out of

irreversible and cumulative structural changes that would increasingly

confront the United States with the spectre of revolution in the hemi-

sphere.

The distinctions between this position and LaFeber’s were twofold. First, Kolko

implied that revolutions such as the one in Nicaragua could never tend towards

the moderate centrism that LaFeber believed the United States should work to

foster in order to “win” revolutions.84 Second, his formulation of the revolu-

tionary situation suggested that historical agency rested not with American politi-

cians and diplomats but with the revolutionaries themselves. Only they had the

power to determine their own futures. If LaFeber’s liberal, democratic opposi-

tion to American policy rendered him fundamentally wary of revolutions in

Central America, then, Kolko’s radicalism was more celebratory, fêting the revolu-

tionary upheaval the continent was experiencing as a necessary, if traumatic,

stage in the transition to a world-system that was no longer dominated by the

forces of American imperialism. Such a discrepancy, it seems sensible to con-

clude, was rooted not only in the two historians’ differing interpretations of

Cold War history, but also their markedly divergent experiences of student radi-

calism during the 1960s, and the consequent impact of these experiences on

their individual conceptions of the relationship between historical scholarship

and political activism.

I V .

To return to this paper’s epigraphs is to demonstrate both the similarities and

differences between the two historians’ approaches to historical writing during

the Reagan era. In them, LaFeber and Kolko each allude to the anti-communism

used to buttress Cold War ideology, and describe it respectively as having

“ignored more than a century of history”, and as “ahistorical and irrational”. In

so doing, they demonstrate the continued power during the Reagan era of the

historical revisionism that was so important to the American New Left in formu-

lating its opposition to American foreign policy. At the same time, LaFeber and

Kolko’s shared belief that these ideas could be of use in the struggle against the
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latest manifestation of American imperialism, as well as the consciously didactic

form of the texts each author used to deploy them, indicate an attempt at a

direct engagement with the American body politic that aimed to confront a

broad-ranging “crisis in historical perspective”. Far from being an outdated

mode of historical writing, the two historians’ revisionism proved its vitality

through engagement with the Reagan-era public sphere, exemplifying “frame of

reference history” at its best by engaging in the controversy surrounding U.S.

intervention in Central America.

But the epigraphs are also useful because they highlight some of the

theoretical and political disagreements that existed between the two historians.

LaFeber conceptualised the “collapse” of the Central American system as a con-

sequence of sustained American mismanagement of the region. In so doing, he

implied that it would be possible to solve the problem through a democratic

change within the domestic political system that would pressure American poli-

cy-makers to work with and tame the region’s revolutionary politics. Kolko, on

the other hand, saw these revolutions as the effects of autonomous “dynamics of

change” that were not directly connected to the actions of American policy-

makers. In his formulation, the “historical experience” of the twentieth century

tended towards a decline in American global hegemony, as well as the growth of

anti-capitalist forces throughout the Third World. Kolko argued that this was a

fact that should be recognised and celebrated by the Left, rather than warned

against. Taken together, then, Walter LaFeber and Gabriel Kolko’s divergent

approaches to historical scholarship underscore the intellectual heterogeneity of

the revisionist tradition during the Reagan era, and, at the same time, begin to

highlight its ongoing utility for scholars and activists seeking to question the

foundational assumptions of contemporary American foreign policy.
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